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NBS as powerful mitigation measures
The city of Milan is a member of several EU Programme, Clever Cities –
NAture4Cities, which promotes NbS application in urban areas.
Milan is designing wetlands and urban gardens to manage runoff and
connect people to nature, and a “vertical forest” to showcase sustainable
buildings.

NBS as powerful mitigation measures
Urban trees, parks and gardens act by intercepting fine dust,
absorbing pollutants or lowering the temperature as well as
acting as a buffer effect during floods.
Green areas are also opportunities for recreation, improve
well-being, create space for meetings.

to address them Nature4Cities intends to foster the
implementation of

NATURE BASED SOLUTIONS
these are

ACTIONS

inspired by or supported by
NATURE
and spread out at different and interconnected scales

The H2020 project

Integration of NBS in urban and spatial planning
new and active community network around NBS
high quality knowledge and assessment tools
new governance, business and financial models
for NBS implementation

Nature4Cities Platform
technical solutions, methods and tools to empower urban planning decision making and address
the contemporary environmental, social and economic challenges that European Cities are facing

Designed for
Policy makers
& public urban
planners
Urban professionals
(advisory services,
landscape companies and
architects, suppliers etc)

Civil Society
(inhabitants and
local organizations)

at all stages of a NBS project

Get knowledge and
inspiration to
choose the right
NBS to match
your needs.

Discover
Nature Based
Solutions
and the challenges
they help addressing
with our interactive
NBS explorer with
extensive factsheets
on each NBS

Discover inspiring
projects and
choose your NBS
with our Geocluster4NBS
and pre-selection tool

Diagnose your city's
trends

Ecological continuity,
biodiversity, proximity of
inhabitants to a park, ...
analyze your city and
identify the best place to
implement your NBS
project

Diagnose your assessment needs
Find the best methods and tools to evaluate and
solve your city's urban challenges

Assess your project
Environmental assessment
Assess the impact of the NBS during all its lifecycle

Urban benefits assessment
Assess the impact of
your NBS for urban
resilience, for the
environment and on
socio-economic
features.
Assessing your NBS
project allows you
increase your
chances of meetings
your goals

Foresee the best place for your NBS by evaluating how it will
affect its surroundings

Socio-economic assessment
Estimate the socio-economic benefits, co-benefits and costs of a
NBS project

Create your scenarios

Select your
performance
indicators

Enter your data and
launch calculation

Analyze and export
your results

Once your project ready to be
launched, you still need to build
a governance and economic
model and to follow your
project day by day

Gain skills
to build inclusive
projects
with our implementation models
handbook

Find the most
suitable Business,
governance and
financing model
with our Implementation models
pre-selector

Involve citizens in
your project
With our NBS
participation tool
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The paper aims to uncover the market potential of the identified
Exploitable Results (ERs) of the N4C project by identifying the main
competitors and developing an exhaustive comparison between
them. One intention is to unlock innovation potential and
innovation capacity through the generation of new products,
services and capabilities related to the generated project
Intellectual Properties (IP) and to explore the market of the tools
related to the green transition. Furthermore, the paper will
introduce a SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats)
analysis to benchmark existing competitors technologies / product
/ services.

D8.3 _ Market Analysis
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20 Expolitable results was identified within the N4C project
framework

20 _ Exploitable Results

More than 30 _ Competitors analyzed
FOCUS point_ N4C Platform
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The N4C Platform provides knowledge repositories, tools for the
assessment of benefits, co-benefits and costs of NBS projects, as
well as tools to manage stakeholder participation processes.
The platform is innovative because it provides users with a unique
and common framework for the evaluation of NBS interventions in
their early design phase. Multiple and heterogeneous functionalities
are also offered in the same platform. Moreover, it serves as a
common workspace for NBS decision making (collaborative tools
also available) and it will be easily accessible from end-users thanks
to a dedicated visualization interface.

In general, the N4C Platform can be compared with similar platforms /services that can guide users to take informed
decisions when analysing the urban context from an environmental point of view (i.e. NBS). Specifically, three competitors
have been identified: • ThinkNature Platform
• Oppla Platform
• SCIS Platform
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ThinkNature Platform, although it is conceived as a multi-stakeholder
communication platform, its primary objective is to support the
understanding and promotion of Nature based Solutions (NBS). The
platform itself foster the collaborations at local, regional, national and
EU level by trying to develop synergies among the other NBS related
projects. Nevertheless, the ThinkNature platform does not allow
performing simulations capable to assess the impact of NBS at
different stages and no replication indications are provided.
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Oppla platform has been conceived as a repository for new services and
products related to the NBS by introducing an NBS marketplace. The
Oppla platform results are more flexible than ThinkNature platform, with
a challenging objective and opened to include different tools. However, it
represents a showcase for a wide range of external tools which are not
integrated and individually marketed. It is a dissemination tool and
promotional portal for NBS tools and databases and not exactly a
structured system to provide users for NBS early stage planning and
decision-making, modelling and assessing procedures.
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The SCIS platform itself is quite similar to the ThinkNature platform and it
does not allow assessing through simulations of the impact of NBS at
different stages. For this reason, it can be classified in the “Visionaries
box” taking as advantage, compared with the ThinkNature platform, that
this time the SCIS platform is directly managed by EU and the level of
reliability of the data provided can be considered quite high.
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N4C Platform offers to the end users (expert, citizen, or municipality)
user-friendly tools and visualization interface that can guide
through the design, implementation and maintenance phase of a
green infrastructure realized in an urban context. It allows
performing simulation at different levels of details (depending on the
end users’ needs) to assess at an early stage, the impact of the green
infrastructures on the urban context in order to take informed decisions.
To reach these objectives a group of tools populate the Platform to
provide different analyses of the urban context. The platform also
includes the possibility to collaborate and interact with NBS experts.
For these reasons, the N4C Platform is conceived as a complete
product (Leaders Box in the matrix depicted in Fig. 7). It gives the
possibility to quantitatively assess the impact of NBS by guiding the
end-users through the selection, implementation, and maintenance of
NBS

Thank you for your attention!
Domenico Perfido (R2M Solution)

Visit our website: http://www.nature4cities.eu/
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#Nature4Cities

